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DART HOLDING 

-First of all, the explanations made as this right grip, that wrong grip are wrong. 

- Depending on the grip body type of the arrow used, the grip shapes may change. 

-The position of the fingers in the grip is also very important. Accordingly, many players have 

different arrow grips. 

-Always the tip of the arrow is slightly angled upwards with respect to the target of the board to be 

shot. 

- Before the arrow is thrown, the point to be shot on the side must be marked with an imaginary eye. 

-The arrow should always be aimed a little above the target point to be shot, taking into account the 

concept of distance. 

-We have to make sure we don't hold the arrow too loosely or too tightly. 

-We should be in great touch and comfort while holding the arrow. (For example: 

Holding the potato chips with two fingers without breaking them) -Fingers should not be close to the 

palm while holding the arrow. While holding the fingers on the body of the arrow, we should not hold 

them too close together and tightly. Because this can cause the hand muscles to contract. 

- Holding the pointed end of the arrow with the ring or little finger is very useful for targeting. It keeps 

the arrow in balance. 



-In order to determine the location of the arrow on the body to be held with the fingers, it is necessary 

to use the index finger as the middle point of the scale. That is, the body of the arrow is placed on the 

index finger. If the arrow stops without falling on any side, this point will be caught and held with the 

thumb and forefinger. After that, the other fingers take their place on the arrow according to the grip of 

the dart player. 

- In arrow holding, the dartist can establish a consistent and perfect grip in a few weeks with patience. 

However, this may change over time by working and playing matches. 

-The differences and weights of the parts of the arrow also play an important role in the success of the 

technique and shooting. 

-The right and wrong of the grip can be understood with the success graph of the dart player and his 

long-term training. 

-We don't need to find a precise release point when shooting. 

-Beginners should not be forced into the lowering movement, which we call bending the wrist 

forward. Because professionals use this movement for the purpose of accelerating the arrow. However, 

applying this movement and making successful shots at the target requires a certain experience and 

time. However, for beginners, this movement causes the arm to be pushed forward unevenly For this 

reason, the shots can be thrown left and right. 

 

IMPORTANT POINTS ABOUT HOLDING THE ARROW 

-If you hold the arrow too tightly, you will cause the arrow to come out too late. 

-This causes the arrow to go down. 

-If you hold the arrow too loosely, you will cause the arrow to fall out of hand prematurely. 

-This causes the arrow to go up. 

-If you do not release the arrow from the fingers at the same time, if you release the thumb first, you 

will cause the arrow to rotate and go away. 

- If you put your fingers on the dart, you will cause the dart to spin away. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE - 

If you want the dart arrows to go without spinning, you must open the fingers holding the arrow at the 

same time and ensure that the arrow is disposed of. 


